
 

FastStone MaxView 3.3 Crack is an image viewer, converter and editor. It has a nice set of features which make image viewing comfortable on large screens and on small screen devices like tablets. It can open any kind of image you like, be it JPG, PNG, TIFF or BMP formats. It has a nice feature which allows you to create slideshows. There are three main areas in the interface of the application.
These are the image library, the preview panel and the editing panel. The image library is where all your images will be stored and organized with a thumbnail of each one. You can export images by dragging and dropping them into any folder or into another application such as your desktop or email client. There is also an option to use tags for categorizing images by subject, place or person. The
editing panel allows you to do some basic editing on your images. It comes with the basics such as cropping, rotation and flipping. You can also adjust its color or add a border or a frame. You can also adjust levels of contrast and brightness. The application has a lot of other features, including slideshow options, metadata support, multipage editing support and much more. The demo version only
allows you to view five images at once while the full version gives you unlimited number of thumbnails to view at once for any number of images. FastStone MaxView 3. 3 Crack is a stable and reliable program. It is a good image viewing application. It can open a wide range of files, including JPG, PNG, TIFF and BMP. Its good set of editing options allow you to do some basic editing to your images.
The user interface is nice and easy to use, allowing navigation to be accessible for users even on touch based devices like tablets. Overall, it is an application worth checking out as an image viewing tool which also allows you to do some basic editing functions FastStone MaxView 3.3 Crack Publisher's Description: MaxView - the fastest and most powerful image viewer on earth! Imagine opening
100's of large image files like JPEGs and GIFs instantly... without sacrificing your computer performance. Imagine viewing them side-by-side, detecting duplicates and deleting the ones you don't need anymore. Wouldn't that be great? And imagine if you could do it all with an interactive zoomable and scrollable fullscreen image preview and a multi-image editing pane... Now imagine no more!
MaxView is here! With these advanced image viewing capabilities, MaxView beats all other image viewers hands down: MaxView's revolutionary interactive preview which allows you to view hundreds of images instantly with no lag or delay. Enjoy its high quality zooming and panning, as well as light table features such as slideshow and XPress Viewer / Quick Viewer / Popup Viewer modes.
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